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A Reason to Smile!
Coming in October, Mutual of Omaha’s new dental  
insurance will be a great complement to a Medicare  
supplement policy. Pg 2

Build Better Relationships
Understand your client’s personality by looking for indicators  
on their Meyers-Briggs personality type. Pg 6

Product in Practice | Buy-Sell Agreements (IUL)
Many businesses do not survive beyond the death, disability 
or retirement of one of the business owners. Combining an 
insurance solution with buy-sell agreement can be the solution 
for successful succession. Learn more Pg 9

Sound Check 1-2, 1-2
Our voices communicate subtle hints about us, from 
trustworthiness to confidence to stress level. Try these tricks to 
make sure you’re building rapport with your customers. Pg 11
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THE BENEFITS OF CONSULTATIVE SELLING

Each selling type has its advantages. However, consultants tend 
to be the most well rounded of all salespeople. They know how 
to build relationships and provide the education their clients 
need. But they also have the ability to close the sale. 

What does it mean to be a consultant? Instead of simply filling 
an order, a consultant digs deeper to uncover a client’s 
concerns, worries, fears and goals. Then matches those with 
appropriate product solutions. This results in:

Value
Consultants provide value by offering expert advice without 
expecting anything in return. And that results in customer 
loyalty, repeat sales and referrals.

Opportunity
Consultants are skilled at recognizing needs. So they take the 
initiative to look for ways they can help, which can lead to new 
sales opportunities.

Success
Consultants not only make more sales and earn larger 
commission checks, they also know how to differentiate 
themselves as experts in the marketplace.

What’s Your Selling 
Style?
Salespeople tend to fall into a handful 
of categories – Professor, Closer, 
Relationship Builder and Consultant.

The Professor is analytical and data driven. This guy 
sees himself as an educator who provides prospective 
clients with all the facts. The Closer has a singular  
focus – to overcome objections and chalk up sales. The 
Relationship Builder doesn’t push products. Instead, she 
thrives on getting to know her clients and often makes a 
sale simply because people like her. The Consultant is a 
problem solver who wants to know what’s keeping his 
clients up at night so he can provide a solution that 
makes their lives better.

MUTUAL MATTERS

A Reason to Smile! 
Dental Insurance Coming in October
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3 STEPS TO BECOMING MORE CONSULTATIVE

Consultative salespeople know there’s no exact time frame for making a sale. Instead, they focus on building relationships that will pay 
long-term benefits. So, if your goal is to become more consultative, here are three things you can do:

Establish yourself as an expert.

This isn’t as difficult as it sounds. You probably already 
know a lot about a subject relating to a product you 
sell. For example, if you have a parent or grandparent 
who needs help with everyday activities, you can 
position yourself as an expert in navigating home 
health care issues. Use that knowledge to create articles, 
blog posts or social media posts. Offer to speak to 
groups in your community. Compile testimonials from 
satisfied clients.

Make sure your product offering is a good fit. 

This means thoroughly prequalifying prospective 
clients so you know they have problems you 
realistically can help them solve. When you’re confident 
you’re talking to the right people, spend time getting to 
know them so you clearly understand their goals and 
priorities. This may take several meetings.

Identify what you can do to improve their current 
situation.

Don’t wait for your clients to drop a problem in your 
lap. Look for specific issues you can help them resolve. 
Then match their needs with the products and services 
you offer. 

Keep in mind that consultative selling doesn’t come 
naturally to everyone. Most salespeople are a 
combination of two or more selling styles. So even if 
it’s not your dominant style, you can still make an 
effort to be consultative in every sales situation. 
Becoming a consultant simply means taking the time 
to understand your clients’ needs so you can offer 
appropriate solutions to their problems. As a result, 
you’ll build long-term relationships, establish trust and 
maximize your sales.
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A PERFECT FIT FOR MEDIC ARE CLIENTS

Medicare doesn’t cover dental services. That makes dental insurance perfect for your clients who already own a Medicare supplement 
or Medicare Advantage plan or those who are aging into Medicare.

T WO COMPETITIVELY PRICED DENTAL POLICIES

Our dental policies aren’t one size fits all. Help your clients find one that meets their needs and fits their budget. 

MUTUAL DENTAL PREFERRED SM 
• Low monthly premium

• $1,500 annual benefit

• Policy pays 100% for preventive services, 80% for basic 
services and 50% for major services

• No deductible for preventive services; $50 deductible for 
basic and major services

MUTUAL DENTAL PROTECTION SM 
• Lower monthly premium

• $1,000 annual benefit

• Policy pays 100% for preventive services, 50% for basic 
services and 50% for major services

• $100 deductible for all services combined

ADD AN OPTIONAL VISION RIDER

The optional vision care benefit can be added to either dental  
policy to help your clients round out their coverage.
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Want More Details?

Get complete information about our dental 
insurance policies on Sales Professional Access 
at mutualofomaha.com/broker.



The Best Time To Do Everything
Last quarter, we shared findings on best time and day for making calls. Now we’ve 
expanded it to activities beyond the cold call. 

SCIENCE AT WORK

An Email that Gets a Response

When Between 6:00 & 7:00 a.m.

Why?  Same as weekends. You’re beating 
the rush. Lower competition means 
more attention. 

Schedule a Meeting

When  3:00 p.m. Tuesdays

Why?  It’s full swing of current week 
without being too late for 
people to be looking toward 
the weekend

Hold an Event

When Mondays

Why?  Event planning resources say that 
Mondays are generally quiet and 
reduce the chances for a conflict. 

Schedule a Webinar

When  From 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Why?  According to a webinar-hosting 
company, webinars with these 
start times have the highest 
average attendance rate. 

Make a Tough Decision

When  First thing in the morning OR 
right after lunch

Why?  Eating recharges energy.  
Researchers found that judges 
who were hearing cases made 
consistent decisions first thing 
in the morning and again right 
after lunch.

Brainstorm Ideas

When  Daybirds – 6:00 p.m. | Nightowls –
morning

Why?  Most interestingly, we need to be a 
bit tired to think most creatively. 
Researchers believe an awake 
mind is a logical mind, which isn’t 
necessarily the most creative.

Best Time For...
An Email that Gets Read

When Weekends

Why?  Simple reason? There’s much 
less email sent during weekend 
than weekdays. 

As a busy insurance professional, you’re often 
competing against the clock. Use these science 
hacks to help maximize time to get best results!
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It’s Here!
Critical Advantage e-App

Built with ease-of-use in mind, it makes keeping 
your applications in good order a breeze.

Go to Sales Professional Access to start today!
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Benching Client Bias 
Ever walk away from a client meeting scratching your head? You logically presented all the 
facts, then proposed a solution that was just right. In your mind, there was no way any 
rational person could say “no.” And yet they do. 

That’s because humans don’t always make reasonable decisions. 
We come to situations with preconceived ideas that color our  
perception. Scientists call it “cognitive bias.” When they pop-
up, biases can short-circuit even the best of client meetings—
unless you know how to deal with them.

Take a look at some of these biases and learn how to address 
them in a sales situation.

BIAS #1:  LOSS AVERSION

People with this bias do everything they can to avoid losing 
something rather than taking action that will lead to a gain. 
For example, a senior client may have experienced a change in 
their health and take different medications now. Their 
prescription drug plan no longer meets their needs. But they 
already own it, the premium automatically comes out of their 
account and they don’t want to lose it.

Tip: Reframe the situation. Rather than focus on the benefits 
of a new plan, talk about the money they are losing in out-of-
pocket costs with their current plan. They need to take action 
to prevent further loss. That responds to their greater need to 
avoid loss.

BIAS #2: ANCHORING

With this bias, people tend to rely or “anchor” their decisions 
on one piece of information. Often, it’s the first thing they 
hear. For example, a client may have listened to a news 
program that was critical of cash-value life insurance. They 
hear that the best way to go is to buy term insurance. So they 
automatically rule-out permanent, cash-value plans as a 
possible solution.

Tip: Focus on the reason they are purchasing the plan. Then 
agree on what characteristics of the solutions are needed to 
solve that problem. Say a client has small children to provide 
for if she were to die prematurely. And she wants to help them 
go to college one day. So the solution needs to: 1) provide 
coverage over her lifetime, and 2) accumulate funds that she 
can use to supplement educational costs. The requirements of 
that solution lend themselves to permanent life insurance 
rather than term plans.

BIAS #3: AMBIGUIT Y

Clients with this bias tend to go with what they know. When 
given a choice, they’ll pick the option that gives them the 
greatest chance of coming out on top. They are not likely to 
take a chance on the unknown, even if it winds up offering 
greater benefits. For example, a client may be more 
comfortable with a life insurance plan that has guaranteed 
accumulation values rather than one whose accumulation is 
based on the performance of a specified stock market index.

Tip: Increase their comfort level by providing more 
information about the unknown choice. When presenting the 
Income AdvantageSM or Life Protection AdvantageSM Indexed 
UL products, offer more information about how the interest 
crediting strategy is tied to the S&P 500® Index. In addition, 
the downside protection ensures the crediting rate doesn’t fall 
below the 0 percent floor. Evidence like that helps them predict 
a more favorable outcome.

Clients don’t always make what seems 
like a logical choice. That’s why it’s 
important to recognize the biases that 
color their decisions and develop ways to 
address them.
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THE MYERS -BRIGGS T YPE INDIC ATOR® 

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) is based on Jung’s 
theory that most human behavior is guided by differences in 
the way each individual prefers to use their own perception 
and judgment. Through its assessment tool, the MBTI helps 
individuals identify which of the 16 distinctive personality types 
they fall into based on their own unique mix of preferences. 

HOW TO USE MBTI IN SALES

It’s certainly not appropriate for you to ask each client whether 
they know their MBTI personality type — nor is it possible for 
you to ask them to take the assessment. But there are ways of 
using Myers-Briggs insights to gain deeper understanding 
about the people you meet with. 

Here are a few suggestions:

Take the assessment for yourself
By learning where your preferences lie, you will better 
understand how you interact with people — and how they 
may perceive you. You will also gain deeper insight into the 
MBTI preferences, giving you a better chance of detecting 
signals in your clients’ behaviors. 

Make Better Connections With Myers-Briggs

Let’s face it: some clients are just harder 
to crack. Maybe they aren’t as forthcoming 
with vital information. Or perhaps they ask 
for tons of facts and figures before falling 
off the face of the earth — only to reappear 
weeks later with more questions.

The thing is, not everyone processes the world in the same way. 
And it’s our job to serve the needs of every individual who 
walks through our door. So how do we unlock our clients’ 
individual personalities?

A 60-year-old psychological tool may just hold the key.
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Get to know the 16 personality types
There are countless articles available on the internet about the 
Myers-Briggs personality types and how each one interacts 
with the world. Do a little digging on your own to discover 
more about each of their unique perspectives. 

Look for indicators
Based on the chart above, does a client’s behavior indicate a 
preference in any of the four main dichotomies? If so, you may 
be able to make an informed guess to how they may want you 
to communicate with them. 

Set a communication plan
Use what you know to help guide the way you approach your 
client. If you think you’re dealing with an extrovert with strong 
indicators in feeling and judging, set up a one-on-one meeting 
with plenty of information on hand. Or maybe you have an 
introvert with indications toward intuition and perceiving. 
Then you may want to send a letter and include references 
from other satisfied clients.

Be prepared to make adjustments
Never jump to absolute conclusions. After all, you aren’t a 
trained psychologist. You may need to adjust your plan if the 
client doesn’t respond well to your first approach. Just remain 
flexible and remember that the more you learn, the easier it 
will become over time.

The more you understand about what motivates others, the 
more successful you will be in your business and personal life. 
So whether you utilize MBTI or other methods for gaining 
insights, try to stay in tune with the people you meet so you 
can build meaningful relationships that last through time.

MBTI PERSONALIT Y PREFERENCES
The following chart can help you better understand each of the preferences.

SOURCE OF ENERGY

Extraversion
Draws energy from the outer world of activity,  
people and things

Introversion
Draws energy from the inner world of reflections,  

feelings and ideas

WAY OF GATHERING INFORMATION

Sensing
Focuses on information gained from the five senses  
and through practical applications

iNtuition
Focuses on patterns, connections and  

potential meanings

APPROACH TO DECISION-MAKING

Thinking
Bases decisions on logic and objective  
analysis of cause and effect

Feeling
Bases decisions on a valuing process, considering  

what is important to people

METHOD OF RELATING TO THE EXTERNAL WORLD

Judging
Takes a planned, organized approach to life  
and prefers to have things decided

Perceiving
Takes a flexible, spontaneous approach to  

life and prefers to keep options open

INTERESTED IN TAKING A DEEPER DIVE INTO MBTI? 

Here are some excellent online sources:

•   The Myers & Briggs Foundation – myersbriggs.org

•   Official MBTI assessment tool – mbtionline.com

•   Center for Applications of Psychological Type – capt.org 

•   Thought Catalog – thoughtcatalog.com

•   16 Personalities – 16personalities.com
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Stop Goofing Off…Start Doodling
If you embellished the margins of your notebooks during class,  
you probably had a teacher who accused you of goofing off.

Now there’s evidence your teacher was wrong. Doodling, 
according to recent studies, improves learning. Research shows 
it increases concentration, improves memory and forces your 
mind to stay in the present. In a study conducted in the UK, 
people who doodled while listening to a long, rambling voice 
message retained 29 percent more information than the non-
doodling group.

WHY?

Doodling engages parts of the brain that help us process 
information, making doodlers better able to absorb, retain and 
recall what they’ve heard. 

ADDITIONALLY, IT:

• boosts creativity
• alleviates stress
• fosters problem solving, and
• helps people see the big picture

So the next time you feel yourself losing focus in a  
meeting, pick up your pen and start doodling. And don’t  
let anyone tell you you’re goofing off.

MUTUAL MATTERS

What Your Doodles Say About You
According to handwriting expert Treyce Montoya, the subject of your doodles can provide a glimpse into 
your inner psyche. 

Geometric shapes
You have an organized brain. 

Abstract shapes
You’re experiencing inner stress.

Stars
You’re ambitious and driven  
to succeed.

Suns
You’re a free spirit. 

Clouds
You feel trapped and need  
to try something new.

Puppies
You’re protective, sensitive and 
willing to help others.

Stairs
You’re ambitious and eager  
to advance.

Spider webs
You long for friends, money  
or social status.

Tornadoes
You’re scared of the unfamiliar 
and avoid taking risks. 

Random faces
You have a shy personality.

Comic faces
You want to be the  
center of attention.

Eyes
You’re experiencing  
artistic frustration.

Flowers
You’re friendly and sociable  
with a love of nature.
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Funding Buy-Sell 
Agreements
Life Protection AdvantageSM Can Be the Right 
Match for Small Business Owners

Business owners spend a lot of time thinking about their 
business. But how much time have they spent considering what 
would happen to their business if they were no longer around?

You have the tool to help them protect their business. That 
tool is life insurance. Combined with a buy-sell agreement, it 
can ensure that the business continues after the owner is no 
longer around.

The reality is, without proper planning, many businesses do 
not survive beyond the death, disability or retirement of one 
of the business owners. This can create significant problems – 
especially if the business owner is counting on the value of the 
business to provide income for retirement or financial support 
for a surviving spouse at the owner’s death.

A buy-sell agreement is a legally binding contract that should 
be drafted by an attorney. As an insurance professional, your 
job is not to draft the buy-sell agreement; rather, it’s to provide 
the life insurance solution that will fund the buy-sell agreement.

With a buy-sell agreement, either the business itself, the 
surviving owners or a key employee can purchase a deceased 
owner’s share of the business at a previously agreed-upon 
price – and the deceased owner’s estate is obligated to sell for 
that price.

A life insurance policy can assure that the money will be 
available to purchase the business. Although there are other 
funding considerations, life insurance has a number of 
advantages. It allows for complete funding beginning on the 
first day the policy is in force. It provides an income tax-free 
death benefit,* and it is generally the most economical 
method because the premiums paid will always be less than 
the death benefit.

Life Protection AdvantageSM and 
Buy-Sell

Life Protection Advantage Indexed Universal 
Life can be especially well suited to fund the 
buy-sell agreement. 

Here’s an example of how the numbers can 
add up.

•   $1 million Life Protection Advantage policy

•   Male, age 50, Standard Plus NT

•   Interest rate assumption: 5.82%

•   $11,390 annualized premium

•   $171,022 cash value in year 15

•   $170,851 cumulative net outlay in year 15

Most business succession situations are 
resolved well before the guaranteed death 
benefit to age 85. However, if it is not, this 
particular policy has the potential to provide a 
death benefit until  age 120. 

Plus, the policy has a strong surrender value. 
This means that if the business’s life insurance 
needs change in the future, the business owner 
has options. For example, if the business owner 
chooses to dissolve the company and there is 
no longer a need for life insurance, he or she 
can surrender the policy and receive the cash 
surrender value.

* Death benefit proceeds from a life insurance policy are generally not 
included in the gross income of the taxpayer/beneficiary (Internal 
Revenue Code Section 101(a)(1)). There are certain exceptions to this 
general rule including policies that were transferred for valuable 
consideration (IRC101(a)(2)). This information should not be 
construed as tax or legal advice. Consult with your tax or legal 
professional for details and guidelines specific to your situation.
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Closing Techniques for the Modern Client
Come prepared and close the sale.

We all know the saying, “If the only tool you have is a hammer, you will start treating all your problems like 
a nail.” Today’s clients don’t want hammered. In fact, agents who try high-pressure tactics can run the risk 
of it undermining the months of hard work they put in cultivating the relationship.

So now that the day of the hard close is dead, let’s put away the hammer and take a look at a few other 
approaches to help move the conversation to the next step.

ADJOURNMENT CLOSE 

Overview
Do not go for the sale now. Give clients 
time to think. Tell them that they 
probably need time to consider the 
offer you have made.

Why it works
Acknowledging your client’s need to 
consider the policy or to get things in 
order is a pleasant surprise, especially 
since customers may expect a more 
aggressive sales approach. 

Example
“ This is an important decision for you and 
I think you need time to consider how 
important it is. Shall we discuss the 
details further next time I see you?”

BAL ANCE SHEET CLOSE

Overview
Openly discuss the  pros and cons of 
the policy your client is considering 
and walk them through it, almost as if 
you’re talking to yourself. Make sure 
your pro list is more notable than your 
con but your con list is still credible.

Why it works
This technique allows you to present 
the situation in a clear, logical manner. 
And by guiding their thinking, you can 
control the process while building 
their trust.

Example
“ Let’s go over the pros and cons of 
purchasing a term life policy. One hand, 
you have life insurance through work but 
that policy might not be enough 
protection you want. Weighing all the 
options, it seems that this term policy 
gives you the extra protection you desire.”

DIAGR AM CLOSE

Overview
They say a picture is worth a thousand 
words so draw a picture that captures 
what you’re trying to explain. Pictures 
may include:

•   Diagrams of how the product works, 
with parts, movements process 
flows, etc.

•   Conceptual diagrams with circles, 
arrows and so on, showing how 
emotions, perceptions, ideas and more 
can work together

•   Graphs of how customer costs will go 
down, principal will go up and so on

Why it works
Drawing pictures engages different 
parts of the brain than just listening. It 
also becomes an active selling approach 
and encourages participation.

Example
An agent draws a “broken” heart and 
790k next to it, indicating the number of 
Americans who have a heart attack  
each year. 

An agent discussing disability income 
insurance draws a frowny face after 
calculating how much income can be lost 
without DI coverage. 

MUTUAL MATTERS

Today’s clients are sophisticated and generally accept an agent’s 
gentle nudge. These approaches can help them move to the next 
phase without feeling hammered to decide right away.



Our Voices Say More than 
Our Words
Most of us know the importance of non-verbal 
commination. Whether we studied it in speech 
class or learned it during sales training, we know 
that our gestures and expressions transmit an 
incredible amount of information to those we 
communicate with…including our customers.
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But did you know that your voice can be just as revealing? 
While our voices are quite literally a form of verbal 
communication, the tone, pace and pitch are similar to non-
verbal gestures and expressions. So while the actual words we 
say take the spotlight, these audio elements are more closely 
associated with non-verbal characteristics, and resonate on a 
different level.

Why does all this matter? Because our customers are listening, 
and they’re doing it very quickly. According to a University of 
Glasgow study, it takes less than a second for listeners to form 
an impression of someone based on their voice alone. In fact, 
it takes about 390 milliseconds for the tone and pitch of a 
single word to transmit character traits such as 
trustworthiness and professionalism.

For example, the same University of Glasgow study found that 
a male who spoke with a high pitch was perceived as 
trustworthy. Conversely, a female who transitions from a low 
pitch to a high pitch, or engages in “up-talking,” where the end 
of each sentence sounds like a question, was generally 
perceived as less trustworthy.

As we continue to develop professionally, it’s important to 
assess how others perceive us. What do our voices say about us? 
Are we anxious, or do we put our customers at ease? Does our 
pace suggest that we’re “fast talkers,” or are we perceived as 
trustworthy consultants who are trustworthy? Working with 
our peers and seeking honest feedback can help us determine 
exactly what our voices are saying.

QUARTER THREE 2017

WANT TO SOUND MORE TRUST WORTHY AND 
CONFIDENT ? TRY THESE THREE TRICKS. 

Watch your tone 
Nearly 40 percent of our first impression come 
from tone. Be sure you’re conveying what you 
want your listener to feel.

Be pitch perfect 
Lower pitched voices are perceived as stronger, 
confident and credible but you don’t have to 
sound like Darth Vader. Find a comfortable 
lower pitch and practice it. 

Set the pace 
Slowing down the pace helps listeners absorb 
facts so if you’re a fast talker, practice speaking 
20 to 30 percent slower than your usual if you 
want clients to remember.
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Log in Now and Access 
Everything You Need

Life Happens organizes several 
programs to educate the public 
about the need for insurance 
protection and peace of mind. As a 
hub of information, it provides 
invaluable educational resources 
for industry professionals.

September is Life Insurance Awareness Month

Visit LifeHappens.org and start 
spreading the word!

Campaign Materials Include:

Social Media Content
From prewritten social media content to “info statistics,” you’ll find a 
wide range of content to choose from.

Flyers
Storytelling with emotion works! These flyers can be sent digitally or 
downloaded and printed out.

Videos
Whether it’s emotion, education or humor, there is something to 
appeal to everyone.

Emails
Need-for-life-insurance messages created specifically with pre-retirees, 
parents-to-be, business owners and busy parents in mind – ready for 
your use on marketing campaigns.


